Ascension week
From Sunday morning 16 to Saturday morning 22 October 2022
An inspiring and transformative week for young adults

The Light-Centre Anandamath is delighted to invite you this Fall for a unique
gathering of inspiration, re-discovering the true meaning of life, return to self and
a deep exchange of friendship within oneness.
These days are dedicated to re-discovering
our essential nature as Light Beings. During
this week, the Friends of Light, the
Brotherhood of eternal guides of humanity,
guide us step by step on the path of the heart
and unity. Through the sharing of silence,
light, love, direct and personal inspiration,
joint meditations, ritual (Puja and Yagya),
singing together, contact with nature and
deep exchanges from heart to heart.
The guidance of the Friends of Light manifests during the moments
of deep silence, where we listen to Being, our divine essence. The
Friends of Light speak through Agnès, messages of love and unity
that resonate in the hearts of all. Included in the week is a session
with the 'Chair of ascensional light'; instrument of Grace, healing,
and harmonization.

The vision of the Friends of light for this Ascension week
“Our intention is to accompany those who will come to another perspective, another viewpoint,
and the concrete application of this viewpoint. This brings to another relationship with Life,
another depth of richness, the concrete realization that « everything is possible ».
To live from the evidence of Union is very rich and very demanding. Life is meant to be lived
from Passion; this passion born from Love interacting with itself through incarnation.
Incarnation has so much beauty to offer.”
“The gift is given within intensity. Intensity in the gathering is the basis for transformation. This
is not a gathering based on a lukewarm attitude, but based from the deep and clear choice to
explore the depth of Silence, the depth of Love, the depth of Life.”

“Coming back home, this is the invitation. Coming
back home because the valley, nature in this
precise place on the surface of the earth, has
chosen to come back home. To go beyond the
limitations of time and space. To bring with
yourself anyone who comes and so desires
beyond these limitations. To clearly consciously
remember ‘I am that’. This is what I am, this
complete simplicity. This unbounded love, this
openness, this field where everything is possible.
This is home.”
“Understand that the invitation is nothing
abstract. We do not offer concepts or
understandings or stories or beliefs. We offer the
fullness of silence and within the fullness of
silence is the most beautiful song. This song is the
basis and the source of all creation. It is huge and
simple. We do not offer complications or
hardship; we offer to remember perfection.
Nothing is as simple as perfection.
“Our invitation invites to boldness. To be bold to let go of what we think we know, what we think
we understand, how we think it all works. What we want to offer is very concrete, it is the art of
living, the art of being incarnated. This is the biggest gift: to be incarnated. To have this body of
love and light. And to allow the structure of the body to remember that it is love and light. Then
everything is possible. What we give is very concrete, it is the art of incarnation through the
heart understanding that art. Find it back: the way of incarnation, the way of life, full of vitality,
of wisdom, of discoveries, of wonder and of pure joy. Attention gives life. Our gift is to help you
to find back the art of attention.”
Within the week we will grow in depth. For this those coming will be completely free from any
drugs since at least 3 months. This is important for the group and for the Center. For one week,
those coming trust in the Divine intelligence and trust that all given to them, and the way of
giving is just the best suited.”
“We rejoice in offering the gifts.”

Come for reconnection with source, to open to the
essential beauty of life within unity. Enliven the reality of
light for yourself, for humanity and for the earth.
We would love to see you from Sunday morning 16 Oktober
until Saturday morning 22 Oktober.
At Center Anandamath, Les Peyres, 05300 Eourres,
Provence/Hautes Alpes, France.

the Light Center Anandamath is located on the border between the department of the "DrômeProvencial" and the "Hautes-Alpes" in a valley of rare natural beauty, both energetic and
physical. There you will meet a living mountain, vibrating and sacred, where the subtle worlds,
the mineral, plant, and animal kingdoms blossom together in harmony.

For more information and registration please contact Tsjôra.
Call, text, Telegram or Signal +31619223448 and email tsjorabos@hotmail.com.

